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Abstract : Advances in biochemistry, molecular biology and biotechnology have paved a new 

way to understand the genetic basis of inherited diseases. It always remained a dream of 

researchers to replace the defective genes with good ones and cure the genetic disorders. Gene 
defects result in failure to synthesize a functional protein or in the synthesis of a dysfunctional 

protein.   Gene therapy is defined as the insertion of functional genes into target cells to 

replace or supplement defective genes so as to achieve the therapeutic goals. The newly 

introduced genes will encode proteins and correct the deficiencies that occur in genetic 
diseases.  Apart from inherited genetic disorders with single nucleotide polymorphism 

(SNP),the major thrust area of gene therapy are a number of acquired diseases such as 

malignancies, immunological disorders , including AIDS, cardiovascular neurological and 
infective diseases in many of which even short-term expression of the introduced gene could 

be therapeutic.  Safe methods have been devised to do this, using several viral and non-viral 

vectors. Two main approaches emerged: in-vivo gene therapy and ex-vivo gene therapy. The 
important vectors employed in ex-vivo modification are Viruses (Retrovirus, Adenovirus, 

Adeno-associated virus, Herpes Simplex Virus), Human Artificial Chromosome (HAC), Bone 

Marrow Cells etc. The major concern with viral gene delivery is immunogenicity. The residual 

viral elements can be immunogenic, cytopathic, and/or recombinogenic. Non-viral vectors are 
far less efficient than viral vectors in terms of transfection efficiency, but they have advantages 

due to their low immunogenicity and their large capacity for therapeutic DNA. Gene transfer 

protocols have been approved for human use in inherited diseases, cancers and acquired 
disorders. In 1990, the first successful clinical trial of gene therapy was initiated for adenosine 

deaminase deficiency. Since then, the number of clinical protocols initiated worldwide has 

increased exponentially. Although preliminary results of these trials are somewhat 

disappointing, but human gene therapy dreams of treating diseases by replacing or 
supplementing the product of defective or introducing novel therapeutic genes. Unlike 

conventional treatments, most of which provide symptomatic alleviation, gene therapy 

eliminates genetic defects that cause a variety of diseases including genetic disorders, cancers 
and cardiovascular diseases, that is, gene therapy promises “cure” in a sense. 

Key Words : Gene therapy, viral and non-viral vectors, in-vivo and ex-vivo gene therapy, 

Human artificial chromosome( HAC), Immunogenicity, Transfection efficiency. 
 

Introduction: 

A gene is the molecular unit of heredity of a living organism. It is used extensively by the scientific 

community as a name given to some stretches of deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) and ribonucleic acids (RNA) 
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that code for a polypeptide or for an RNA chain that has a function in the organism. Living beings depend on 

genes, as they specify all proteins and functional RNA chains. Genes hold the information to build and maintain 

an organism's cells and pass genetic traits to offspring. 

A modern working definition of a gene is "a locatable region of genomic sequence, corresponding to a 

unit of inheritance, which is associated with regulatory regions, transcribed regions, and/or other functional 
sequence regions ".

[1] [2]
   

Gene therapy could be a way to fix a genetic problem at its source. By adding a corrected copy of a 
defective gene, gene therapy promises to help diseased tissues and organs work properly. This approach is 

different from traditional drug-based approaches, which may treat symptoms but not the underlying genetic 

problems. Gene therapy replaces a faulty gene or adds a new gene in an attempt to cure disease or improve our 

body's ability to fight disease. Gene therapy holds promise for treating a wide range of diseases, including 
cancer, cystic fibrosis, heart disease, diabetes, hemophilia and AIDS. 

Most commonly, gene therapy uses a vector, typically a virus, to deliver a gene to the cells where it's 
needed. Once it is inside, the cell's gene-reading machinery uses the information in the gene to build RNA and 

protein molecules. The proteins (or RNA) can then carry out their job in the cells. 

But gene therapy is not a molecular bandage that will automatically fix any genetic problem. While 

many disorders or medical conditions can potentially be treated using gene therapy, others are not suitable for 

this approach. 

Gene therapy (use of genes as medicines) is basically to correct defective genes responsible for genetic 

disorder by one of the following approaches:-
[3],[4]

 

 A normal gene could be inserted into a nonspecific location within the genome to replace the 

Nonfunctional gene (most common). 

 An abnormal gene could be swapped for a normal gene homologous recombination. 
 An abnormal gene could be repaired through selective reverse mutation. 

 Regulation (degree to which a gene is turned on or off) of a particular gene could be altered.  

Majority of the gene therapy trials are being conducted in United States and Europe, with only a modest 

number in other countries including Australia. Scope of this approach is broad with potential in treatment of 

diseases caused by single gene recessive disorders (like cystic fibrosis, hemophilia, muscular dystrophy, sickle 

cell anemia etc), acquired genetic diseases such as cancer and certain viral infections like AIDS.
[5],[6] 

Gene therapy: Historical perspectives. 

Since the earliest days of plant and animal domestication, about 10,000 years ago, humans have 

understood that characteristics traits of parents could be transmitted to their offspring. The first to speculate 

about how this process worked were ancient Greek scholars, and some of their theories remained in favor for 
several centuries. The scientific study of genetics began in 1850s, when Austrian monk, Gregor John  Mendel, 

in a series of experiments with green peas, described the pattern of inheritance, observing that traits were 

inherited as separate units, we know as genes. Mendel‟s work formed the foundation for later scientific 

achievements that heralded the era of modern genetics. But little was known about the physical nature of genes 
until 1950s, when American biochemist James Watson and British biophysicist Francis Crick developed their 

revolutionary model of double stranded DNA helix. James Watson was quoted as saying “we used to think that 

our fate was in our stars, but now we know, in large measures, our fate is in our genes”. Another key 
breakthrough came in the early 1970s, when researchers discovered a series of enzymes that made it possible to 

snip apart genes at predetermined site along a molecule of DNA and glue them back together in a reproducible 

manner. Those genetic advances set the stage for the emergence of genetic engineering, which has produced 
new drugs and antibodies and enabled scientists to contemplate gene therapy. A few years after the isolation of 

genes from DNA, gene therapy was discovered in 1980s.
[7]

 

Gene therapy was first conceptualized in 1972, with the authors urging caution before commencing 
gene therapy studies in humans. The first FDA-approved gene therapy experiment in the United States occurred 

in 1990, when Ashanti De Silva was treated for ADA-SCID.
[8]

 By January 2014, about 2,000 clinical trials had 
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been conducted or had been approved using a number of techniques for gene therapy.
[9]

 Although early clinical 

failures led many to dismiss gene therapy as over-hyped, clinical successes since 2006 have bolstered new 

optimism in the promise of gene therapy. These include successful treatment of patients with the retinal 
disease Leber's congenital amaurosis,

[10],[11],[12],[13]
 X-linked SCID,

[14]
 ADA-SCID,

[15],[16] 
adrenoleukody 

strophy,
[17]

 chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL),
[18]

 acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL),
[19]

 multiple 

myeloma,
[20]

 haemophilia
[16]

 and Parkinson's disease.
[21]

 These clinical successes have led to a renewed interest 
in gene therapy, with several articles in scientific and popular publications calling for continued investment in 

the field
[22],[23]

 and between 2013 and April 2014, US companies invested over $600 million in gene therapy.
[24]

 

In 2012, Glybera became the first gene therapy treatment to be approved for clinical use in 
either Europe or the United States after its endorsement by the European Commission.

[25],[26] 

Approaches for gene therapy: 

The process of gene therapy remains complex and many techniques need further developments. The 

challenge of developing successful gene therapy for any specific condition is considerable. The condition in 
question must be well understood, the undying faulty gene must be identified and a working copy of the gene 

involved must be available. Specific cells in the body requiring treatment must be identified and are accessible. 

A means of efficiently delivering working copies of the gene to the cells must be available. Moreover diseases 
and their strict genetic link need to be understood thoroughly. There are two approaches to achieve gene 

therapy. 

1. Somatic cell gene therapy:   

  The non-reproductive (non-sex) cells of an organism are referred to as somatic cells. These are the cells 

of an organism other than sperm or egg cells e.g., bone marrow cells, blood cells, skin cells, intestinal cells. At 
present all the research on gene therapy is directed to correct the genetic defects in somatic cells. In essence, 

somatic cell gene therapy involves the insertion of a fully functional and expressible gene into a target somatic 

cell to correct a genetic disease permanently. 

Several somatic cell gene transfer experiments are currently in clinical trials with varied success. Over 

600 clinical trials utilizing somatic cell therapy are underway in the United States. Most of these trials focus on 

treating severe genetic disorders, including immunodeficiencies, haemophilia, thalassaemia, and cystic fibrosis. 
These disorders are good candidates for somatic cell therapy because they are caused by single gene defects. 

While somatic cell therapy is promising for treatment, a complete correction of a genetic disorder or the 

replacement of multiple genes in somatic cells is not yet possible. Only a few of the many clinical trials are in 
the advanced stages.

[27] 

2. Germ cell gene therapy:  

  The reproductive (sex) cells of an organism constitute germ cell line. Gene therapy involving the 

introduction of DNA into germ cells is passed on to the successive generations. For safety, ethical and technical 
reasons, germ cell gene therapy is not being attempted at present. 

The genetic alterations in somatic cells are not carried to the next generations while as if a germ cell is 

genetically modified then all the cells in the organism will contain the modified gene. Therefore somatic cell 
gene therapy is preferred and extensively studied with an ultimate objective of correcting human diseases.  

A large number of genetic disorders and other diseases are currently at various stages of gene therapy 
trials. A selected list of some important ones is given in table below:  
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Table 1 : Summary of approved and published current clinical gene therapy protocols
[28] 

Disorder Objective Target cells Mode of delivery Countries with 

protocols 

Adenosine 

DeAminase 

deficiency (ADA) 

ADA replacement Blood Retrovirus Italy,  Netherlands, 

United States 

Alpha-1-

antitrypsin 

deficiency 

Alpha-1-antitrypsin 

replacement 

Respiratory 

epithelium 

Liposome United States 

 
AIDS 

Antigen presentation 
HIV 

inactivation 

Blood, marrow Retrovirus United States 

 
 

 

 

 
Cancer 

Immune function 
enhancement 

Blood, marrow, 
tumour 

Retrovirus, 
liposome, 

electroporation, cell 

mediated 

transfer 

Austria, China, 
France, 

Germany, Italy,  

Netherlands, United 

States 

Tumour ablation Tumour Retrovirus, non-

complexed 

DNA, cell-mediated 
transfer 

United States 

Chemoprotection Blood, marrow Retrovirus United States 

Stem-cell marking Blood, marrow, 

tumour 

Retrovirus Canada, France, 

Sweden, 
United States 

 

 

Cystic fibrosis 

Cystic fibrosis 

transmembrane 

regulatory 
enzyme replacement 

Respiratory 

epithelium 

Adenovirus, 

liposome 

United Kingdom, 

United 

States 

Hemophilia B Factor IX 

replacement 

Skin fibroblasts Retrovirus China 

Rheumatoid 
arthritis 

Cytokine delivery Synovium Retrovirus United States 

 

Gene therapy: Methods 

There are two methods of gene therapies: 

1. Ex-vivo gene therapy: This involves the transfer of genes in cultured cells ( e.g bone marrow cells) which 

are then reintroduced into the patient. 

2. In-vivo gene therapy: The direct delivery of genes into the cells of a particular tissue is referred to as in-

vivo gene therapy. 

Ex-vivo gene therapy 

The technique of ex-vivo gene therapy involves the following steps ( Fig. 1)
[29]

: 

 Isolation of cells with genetic defect from a patient. 
 Growth of the cells in a culture medium. 

 Insertion of the therapeutic gene to correct the gene defect. 

 Selection of the genetically corrected cells (stable transformants) and growth of the same. 

 Transplantation of the modified cells to the patient. 

The procedure basically involves the use of the patient‟s own cells for culture and genetic correction 

and then their return back to the patient. 
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Fig.1: Flow chart depicting ex-vivo gene therapy 
[29] 

In-vivo gene therapy 

The direct delivery of the therapeutic gene into the target cells of a particular tissue of a patient 
constitutes in-vivo gene therapy (Fig.2)

[30]
. Many tissues are the potential candidates of this approach. These 

include liver, muscle, skin, spleen, lung, brain and blood cells. The success of the in-vivo gene therapy mostly 

depends on the following parameters: 

 The efficiency of the uptake of the remedial (therapeutic genes) by the target cells. 

 Intracellular degradation of the gene and its uptake by nucleus. 
 The expression capability of the gene. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2: Flow chart depicting in-vivo gene therapy 
[30] 

Gene delivery: 

It suffices to say that the success of gene therapy largely relies on an efficient and safe delivery system. 
Currently, gene delivery can be divided into two categories: viral and non-viral. Successful gene delivery 

requires an efficient way to get the DNA into cells and to make it work. Scientists refer to these  DNA delivery 

"vehicles" as vectors. 

There is no "perfect vector" that can treat every disorder. Like any type of medical treatment, a gene 

therapy vector must be customized to address the unique features of the disorder. Part of the challenge in gene 
therapy is choosing the most suitable vector for treating the disorder. 

To be successful, a vector must: 

 TARGET the right cells. So that, it shouldn't wind up in the big toe. 

 INTEGRATE the gene in the cells. So as to ensure that the gene integrates into, or becomes part of, the host 

cell's genetic material, or that the gene finds another way to survive in the nucleus without being trashed. 
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 ACTIVATE the gene. A gene must go to the cell's nucleus and be "turned on," meaning that it is transcribed 

and translated to make the protein product it encodes. For gene delivery to be successful, the protein must 

function properly. 
 AVOID harmful side effects. Any time an unfamiliar biological substance is introduced into the body, there 

is a risk that it will be toxic or that the body will mount an immune response against it. 

Some of the vectors used in gene therapy include: 

A. Viral Vector: 

Mother Nature is a brilliant scientist! Over the last three billion years or so, she's developed an 

incredibly efficient means of delivering foreign genes into cells: the virus. 

Usually when we think of viruses, we think of the ones that cause diseases like the common cold, the 

flu, and HIV/AIDS. But scientists have actually been able to use viruses to deliver DNA to cells for gene 

therapy. Why reinvent the wheel if there's a perfectly good one out there? If we can modify viruses to deliver 
genes without making people sick, we may have a good set of gene therapy tools. 

Advantages of viral vectors: 

 They're very good at targeting and entering cells. 

 Some target specific types of cells. 
 They can be modified so that they can't replicate and destroy cells. 

Drawbacks of viral vectors: 

 They can carry a limited amount of genetic material. Therefore, some genes may be too big to fit into some 

viruses. 

 They can cause immune responses in patients, leading to two potential problems: 
 Patients may get sick. 

 The immune system may block the virus from delivering the gene to the patient's cells, or it may kill the 

cells once the gene has been delivered. 

Some of the different types of viruses used as gene therapy vectors are described as follows: 

 Retrovirus:-First viruses to be used as vectors in gene therapy experiments were retroviruses
[31]

. They 

belong to a class of viruses (RNA as genetic material ) which can create double stranded DNA copies with 

the enzyme reverse transcriptase. These copies of its genome can be integrated into the chromosome of 

host cell by another enzyme carried the virus called integrase. Now the host cell has been modified to 
contain a new gene. If such modified host cells divide later, their descendants will contain the new genes. 

Although retroviruses have been used in most gene therapy experiments so far, they present problems.
[32]

 

One such problem is that integrase enzyme can insert genetic material of the virus into any arbitrary 
position in the genome of the host, which can lead to insertional mutagenesis (if insertion is in the middle 

of the gene) or uncontrolled cell division (if gene happens to be one regulating cell division) leading to 

cancer. This problem has recently begun to be addressed by utilizing zinc finger nuclease
[33]

 or by 

including certain sequences such as beta globin locus control region to direct the site of integration to 
specific chromosome. 

Gene therapy trial using retroviral vector to treat X-linked severe combined immune deficiency represent 

the most successful application till date.
[34]

 Also this has been tried to treat SCID due to ADA deficiency 
with relative success. As researchers have grown more confident, they have begun injecting altered 

retroviruses directly into tissues where the corrected genes are needed. For example- in cystic fibrosis 

(mutated gene impairs lung function), healthy genes are inserted directly to the lining of bronchial tube. 
Experimental animal studies are being conducted to establish the effect in muscular dystrophy. 

 Adenoviruses:- ( Fig. 3) A class of viruses with double-stranded DNA genomes that cause respiratory, 

intestinal, and eye infections in humans. The virus that causes the common cold is an adenovirus.  

 

 

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/molecules/transcribe/
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/molecules/transcribe/
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Fig. 3 : Gene therapy using an adenovirus vector
[35] 

 Adeno -associated viruses:-  A class of small, single-stranded DNA viruses that can insert their genetic 
material at a specific site on chromosome 19 with nearly 100% certainty. Researchers believe that most 

people carry AAV which do not cause disease and do not provoke an immune response. Scientists have 

demonstrated the animal experiments using AAV to correct genetic defects.
[36] 

 
 Cis and trans-acting elements- Replication-defective vectors always contain a “transfer construct”. The 

transfer construct carries the gene to be transduced or “transgene”. The transfer construct also carries the 

sequences which are necessary for the general functioning of the viral genome: packaging sequence, 

repeats for replication and, when needed, priming of reverse transcription. These are denominated cis-
acting elements, because they need to be on the same piece of DNA as the viral genome and the gene of 

interest. 

 Herpes simplex viruses- A class of double-stranded DNA viruses that infect a particular cell type, neurons. 
Herpes simplex virus type 1 is a common human pathogen that causes cold sores.

[37]
  

B. Non-Viral Methods: 

In the non-viral approach, the genetic materials are considered as chemical entities or pharmaceutical 

products and particulate carriers are used in their delivery. Research efforts have yielded several non-viral 

methods gene transfer such as electroporation (creation of electric field induced pores in plasma membrane), 
sonoporation (ultrasonic frequencies to disrupt cell membrane), magnetofection (use of magnetic particle 

complexed with DNA), gene guns (shoots DNA coated gold particles into cells by using high pressure) and 

receptor mediated gene transfer are being explored.
[38]

 Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages.  

In general, a non-viral gene delivery system comprises plasmid DNA complexed and condensed by a 

polycationic agent. The polycation can be a cationic lipid, a liposome composed of cationic lipids, a cationic 
polymer ( eg, polylysine, polyethyleneimine) or a positively charged protein ( histones). Although  non-viral 

systems can protect DNA from nuclease degradation, the lesser ability to overcome various systemic barriers 

presents substantial challenges to their use in gene delivery. Additionally the ionic interaction of positively 

surface charged plasmid/polycation complex with plasma proteins can result in particle destabilization, 
characterized by aggregation of particles or premature release of DNA. 

In the recent past, several chemical methods like use of synthetic oligonucleotides (to inactivate 
defective genes by using antisense specific to target gene), lipoplexes (made up of anionic and neutral lipids) 

and polyplexes (complex of polymers with DNA) have been used to facilitate delivery of the DNA into cell.
[39]

 

Recently there have been some hybrid methods developed that combine two or more techniques. For example- 
virosomes that combine liposomes with an inactivated HIV or influenza virus. This has been shown to have 

more efficient gene transfer in respiratory epithelial cell than either viral or liposomal method alone. Other 

hybrid methods involve mixing viral vectors with cationic lipids. Researchers are also experimenting with 
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introducing a 47th (artificial human) chromosome into target cells. This chromosome would exist autonomously 

alongside the standard 46, not affecting their workings or causing any mutation. It would be a large vector 

capable of carrying substantial amount of genetic code, and scientists anticipate that, because of its construction 
and autonomy, the body‟s immune system would not attack it. The advantage of direct transfers of non-

complexes or protein- complexed DNA by chemical, mechanical, electrical, particle bombardment method or 

artificial chromosome method include the possibility of transferring relatively large DNA fragments. However, 
these processes are still inefficient, are limited to ex-vivo gene transfer and have undefined cytotoxic effects.

[40]
 

Development of Gene Therapy technology: 

 1970s and earlier 

In 1972 Friedmann and Roblin authored a paper in Science titled "Gene therapy for human genetic 
disease”. Rogers (1970) was cited for proposing that exogenous good DNA be used to replace the defective 

DNA in those who suffer from genetic defects.
[41]

 

 1990s 

The first approved gene therapy case in the United States took place on 14 September 1990, at the 
National Institute of Health, under the direction of Professor William French Anderson.

[42]
 It was performed on 

a four year old girl named Ashanti De Silva. It was a treatment for a genetic defect that left her with ADA-

SCID, a severe immune system deficiency. The effects were only temporary, but successful.
[43]

 

New gene therapy approach repairs errors in messenger RNA derived from defective genes. This 

technique has the potential to treat the blood disorder thalassaemia, cystic fibrosis, and some cancers.
[44]

 

Researchers at Case Western Reserve University and Copernicus Therapeutics are able to create tiny liposomes 
25 nanometers across that can carry therapeutic DNA through pores in the nuclear membrane.

[45]
 

Sickle-cell disease is successfully treated in mice.
[46]

 The mice – which have essentially the same defect 
that causes sickle cell disease in humans – through the use a viral vector, were made to express the production 

of fetal hemoglobin (HbF), which normally ceases to be produced by an individual shortly after birth. In 

humans, the use of hydroxyurea to stimulate the production of HbF has long been shown to temporarily 
alleviate the symptoms of sickle cell disease. The researchers demonstrated this method of gene therapy to be a 

more permanent means to increase the production of the therapeutic HbF.
[47]

 

In 1992 Doctor Claudio Bordignon working at the Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy 
performed the first procedure of gene therapy using hematopoietic stem cells as vectors to deliver genes 

intended to correct hereditary diseases.
[48]

 In 2002 this work led to the publication of the first successful gene 

therapy treatment for adenosine deaminase-deficiency (SCID). The success of a multi-center trial for treating 
children with SCID (severe combined immune deficiency or "bubble boy" disease) held from 2000 and 2002 

was questioned when two of the ten children treated at the trial's Paris center developed a leukemia-like 

condition. Clinical trials were halted temporarily in 2002, but resumed after regulatory review of the protocol in 
the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, and Germany.

[49]
 

In 1993 Andrew Gobea was born with severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID). Genetic screening 

before birth showed that he had SCID. Blood was removed from Andrew's placenta and umbilical cord 
immediately after birth, containing stem cells. The allele that codes for ADA was obtained and was inserted into 

a retrovirus. Retroviruses and stem cells were mixed, after which the viruses entered and inserted the gene into 

the stem cells' chromosomes. Stem cells containing the working ADA gene were injected into Andrew's blood 
system via a vein. Injections of the ADA enzyme were also given weekly. For four years T cells (white blood 

cells), produced by stem cells, made ADA enzymes using the ADA gene. After four years more treatment was 

needed.  

The 1999 death of Jesse Gelsinger in a gene therapy clinical trial resulted in a significant setback to 

gene therapy research in the United States.
[50][51]

 As a result, the U.S. FDA suspended several clinical trials 

pending the re-evaluation of ethical and procedural practices in the field.
[52]
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 2003 

In 2003 a University of California, Los Angeles research team inserted genes into the brain 
using liposomes coated in a polymer called polyethylene glycol. The transfer of genes into the brain is a 

significant achievement because viral vectors are too big to get across the blood–brain barrier. This method has 

potential for treating Parkinson's disease.
[53]

 

RNA interference or gene silencing may be a new way to treat Huntington's disease. Short pieces of 

double-stranded RNA (short, interfering RNAs or siRNAs) are used by cells to degrade RNA of a particular 
sequence. If a siRNA is designed to match the RNA copied from a faulty gene, then the abnormal protein 

product of that gene will not be produced.
[54]

 

 2006 

In March 2006 an international group of scientists announced the successful use of gene therapy to treat 

two adult patients for X-linked chronic granulomatous disease, a disease which affects myeloid cells and which 
gives a defective immune system. The study, published in Nature Medicine, is believed to be the first to show 

that gene therapy can cure diseases of the myeloid system.
[55]

 

In May 2006 a team of scientists led by Dr. Luigi Naldini and Dr. Brian Brown from the San Raffaele 

Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (HSR-TIGET) in Milan, Italy reported a breakthrough for gene therapy in 

which they developed a way to prevent the immune system from rejecting a newly delivered gene.
[56]

 Similar 

to organ transplantation, gene therapy has been plagued by the problem of immune rejection. So far, delivery of 
the 'normal' gene has been difficult because the immune system recognizes the new gene as foreign and rejects 

the cells carrying it. To overcome this problem, the HSR-TIGET group utilized a newly uncovered network of 

genes regulated by molecules known as microRNAs. Dr. Naldini's group reasoned that they could use this 
natural function of micro RNA to selectively turn off the identity of their therapeutic gene in cells of the 

immune system and prevent the gene from being found and destroyed. The researchers injected mice with the 

gene containing an immune-cell micro RNA target sequence, and the mice did not reject the gene, as previously 
occurred when vectors without the micro RNA target sequence were used. This work will have important 

implications for the treatment of hemophilia and other genetic diseases by gene therapy. 

In August 2006, scientists at the National Institutes of Health (Bethesda, Maryland) successfully treated 
metastatic melanoma in two patients using killer T cellsgenetically retargeted to attack the cancer cells. This 

study constitutes one of the first demonstrations that gene therapy can be effective in treating cancer.
[57]

 

In November 2006 Preston Nix from the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine reported on 

VRX496, a gene-based immunotherapy for the treatment ofhuman immunodeficiency virus (HIV) that uses 

a lentiviral vector for delivery of an antisense gene against the HIV envelope. In the Phase I trial enrolling five 
subjects with chronic HIV infection who had failed to respond to at least two antiretroviral regimens, a single 

intravenous infusion of autologous CD4 T cells genetically modified with VRX496 was safe and well tolerated. 

All patients had stable or decreased viral load; four of the five patients had stable or increased CD4 T cell 

counts. In addition, all five patients had stable or increased immune response to HIV antigens and 
other pathogens. This was the first evaluation of a lentiviral vector administered in U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration-approved human clinical trials for any disease.
[58]

 Data from an ongoing Phase I/II clinical trial 

were presented at CROI 2009.
[59] 

 2007 

On 1 May 2007 Moorfields Eye Hospital and University College London's Institute of Ophthalmology 

announced the world's first gene therapy trial for inherited retinal disease. The first operation was carried out on 

a 23 year-old British male, Robert Johnson, in early 2007.
[60]

 Leber's  congenital amaurosis is an inherited 
blinding disease caused by mutations in the RPE65 gene. The results of a small clinical trial in children were 

published in New England Journal of Medicine in April 2008.
[61]

They researched the safety of the subretinal 

delivery of recombinant adeno-associated virus (AAV) carrying RPE65 gene, and found it yielded positive 

results, with patients having modest increase in vision, and, perhaps more importantly, no apparent side-effects. 
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 2008 

Main article: Gene therapy of the human retina 

In May 2008, two more groups, one at the University of Florida and another at the University of 

Pennsylvania, reported positive results in independent clinical trials using gene therapy to treat Leber's 
congenital amaurosis. 

In all three clinical trials, patients recovered functional vision without apparent side effects. These 
studies, which used adeno-associated virus, have spawned a number of new studies investigating gene therapy 

for human retinal disease. 

 2009 

In September 2009, the journal Nature reported that researchers at the University of 

Washington and University of Florida were able to give trichromatic vision tosquirrel monkeys using gene 
therapy, a hopeful precursor to a treatment for color blindness in humans.

[62]
 In November 2009, the 

journal Science reported that researchers succeeded at halting a fatal genetic disorder  called adrenoleukody 

strophy in two children using a lentivirus vector to deliver a functioning version ofABCD1, the gene that is 
mutated in the disorder.

[63]
 

 2010 

A paper by Komáromy et al. published in April 2010, deals with gene therapy for a form 

of achromatopsia in dogs. Achromatopsia, or complete color blindness, is presented as an ideal model to 

develop gene therapy directed to cone photoreceptors. Cone function and day vision have been restored for at 
least 33 months in two young dogs with achromatopsia. However, the therapy was less efficient for older 

dogs.
[64]

 

In September 2010, it was announced that an 18 year old male patient in France with beta-

thalassemia major had been successfully treated with gene therapy.
[65]

Beta-thalassemia major is an inherited 

blood disease in which beta haemoglobin is missing and patients are dependent on regular lifelong blood 
transfusions.

[66]
 A team directed by Dr. Phillipe Leboulch (of the University of Paris, Bluebird Bio and Harvard 

Medical School
[67]

) used a lentiviral vector to transduce the human ß-globin gene into purified blood and 

marrow cells obtained from the patient in June 2007.
[68]

 The patient's haemoglobin levels were stable at 9 to 10 

g/dL, about a third of the hemoglobin contained the form introduced by the viral vector and blood transfusions 
had not been needed. Further clinical trials were planned.

[69]
Bone marrow transplants are the only cure for 

thalassemia but 75% of patients are unable to find a matching bone marrow donor.  

 2011 

In 2007 and 2008, a man being treated by Gero Hütter was cured of HIV by repeated Hematopoietic 
stem cell transplantation (see also Allogeneic stem cell transplantation, Allogeneic bone marrow 

transplantation, Allotransplantation) with double-delta-32 mutation which disables the CCR5 receptor; this cure 

was not completely accepted by the medical community until 2011.
[70]

 This cure required complete ablation of 

existing bone marrow which is very debilitating. 

In August 2011, two of three subjects of a pilot study were confirmed to have been cured from chronic 

lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). The study carried out by the researchers at the University of Pennsylvania used 
genetically modified T cells to attack cells that expressed the CD19 protein to fight the disease. In 2013, the 

researchers announced that 26 of 59 patients had achieved complete remission and the original patient had 

remained tumor-free.
[71]

 

Human HGF plasmid DNA therapy of cardiomyocytes is being examined as a potential treatment 

for coronary artery disease as well as treatment for the damage that occurs to the heart after myocardial 
infarction.

[72][73]
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 2012 

The FDA approves clinical trials of the use of gene therapy on thalassemia major patients in the US. 
Researchers at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York begin to recruit 10 participants for the 

study in July 2012.
[74]

 The study is expected to end in 2014.
[75]

 

In July 2012, the European Medicines Agency recommended approval of a gene therapy treatment for 

the first time in either Europe or the United States. The treatment, called Alipogene tiparvovec (Glybera), 

compensates for lipoprotein lipase deficiency, which can cause severe pancreatitis.
[76]

 The recommendation was 
endorsed by the European Commission in November 2012

 
 and commercial rollout is expected in late 2013.

[77]
 

In December 2012, it was reported that 10 of 13 patients with multiple myeloma were in remission "or 

very close to it" three months after being injected with a treatment involving genetically engineered T cells to 
target proteins NY-ESO-1 and LAGE-1 which exist only on cancerous myeloma cells. This procedure had been 

developed by a company called Adaptimmune.  

 2013 

In March 2013, Researchers at the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York, reported that 
three of five subjects who had acute lymphocytic leukemia(ALL) had been in remission for five months to two 

years after being treated with genetically modified T cells which attacked cells with CD19 genes on their 

surface, i.e. all B-cells, cancerous or not. The researchers believed that the patients immune systems would 

make normal T-cells and B-cells after a couple of months however they were given bone marrow to make sure. 
One patient had relapsed and died and one had died of a blood clot unrelated to the disease.  

Following encouraging Phase 1 trials, in April 2013, researchers in the UK and the US announced they 
were starting Phase 2 clinical trials (called CUPID2 and SERCA-LVAD) on 250 patients

[78]
 at several hospitals 

in the US and Europe to use gene therapy to combat heart disease. These trials were designed to increase the 

levels of SERCA2a protein in the heart muscles and improve the function of these muscles.
[79]

 The FDA granted 
this a Breakthrough Therapy Designation which would speed up the trial and approval process in the USA.

[80]
 

In July 2013 the Italian San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (HSR-TIGET) reported that 
six children with two severe hereditary diseases had been treated with a partially deactivated lentivirus to 

replace a faulty gene and after 7–32 months the results were promising. Three of the children 

had metachromatic leukodystrophy which causes children to lose cognitive and motor skills.
[81]

 The other 

children had Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome which leaves them to open to infection, autoimmune diseases and 
cancer due to a faulty immune system.

[82]
 

In October 2013, the Great Ormond Street Hospital, London reported that two children born 
with adenosine deaminase severe combined immunodeficiency disease (ADA-SCID) had been treated with 

genetically engineered stem cells 18 months previously and their immune systems were showing signs of full 

recovery. Another three children treated since then were also making good progress. ADA-SCID children have 
no functioning immune system and are sometimes known as "bubble children."  

In October 2013, Amit Nathswani of the Royal Free London NHS Foundation Trust in London reported 

that they had treated six people with haemophilia in early 2011 using genetically engineered adeno-associated 
virus. Over two years later all six were still producing blood plasma clotting factor.  

 2014 

In January 2014, researchers at the University of Oxford reported that six people suffering 

from choroideremia had been treated with a genetically engineered adeno-associated virus with a copy of a 
gene REP1. Over a six month to two year period all had improved their sight. Choroideremia is an inherited 

genetic eye disease for which in the past there has been no treatment and patients eventually go blind.
[83][84]

 

In March 2014 researchers at the University of Pennsylvania reported that 12 patients with HIV had 

been treated since 2009 in a trial with a genetically engineered virus with a rare mutation known to protect 

against HIV (CCR5 deficiency). Results were promising.
[85][86] 
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Applications of Gene therapy: 

Diverse applications of gene therapy are being pursued- mostly in experimental animals, but some have 
been tried clinically. Inherited single gene disorders appear simpler to correct or cure. In addition several 

innovative strategies against cancer,viral diseases, acquired life style diseases, etc are being applied. The 

prominent ones are: 

 Cystic fibrosis: by insertion of cystic fibrosis transport regulator (CFTR) gene into respiratory epithelial 

cells. This gene regulates expression of an apical chloride channel which is dysfunctional in  cystic fibrosis. 
The limitation is that the airway epithelial cells are rapidly shed off. 

  Severe combined immunodeficiency disease (SCID): by introducing gene for adenosine deaminase which 

is deficient. 

 Growth hormone deficiency: by implanting cultured myoblasts transfected with GH gene. 
 Familial hypercholesterolemia: by introducing LDL receptor gene into hepatocytes. 

 Lesch-Nyhan syndrome: by introducing hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase gene to correct 

deficiency of this enzyme in the CNS which causes severe neuropsychiatric disorder. 
 Parkinsonism: by introducing the gene for tyrosine hydroxylase to augment dopamine production in basal 

ganglia. 

 Alzheimer’s disease, huntington’s chorea, familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Gaucher’s disease: by 

supplementing the defective genes. 
 Stroke, head injury, multiple sclerosis: by delivering nerve growth factor gene. 

 Duchenne muscular dystrophy: by administering muscle dystropin gene. 

 Cancer:  

i. By genetic introduction of an enzyme ( viral thymidine kinase) into tumour cells followed by a prodrug 
that is converted to the toxic metabolite- tumour cells are selectively killed. 

ii. By inserting TNFα, IL-2 and other cytokine genes into tumour cells to increase their immune recognition 

and destruction by tumour infiltrating lymphocytes. 
iii. By introducing promoter “antisense” gene or “suppressor” gene which negatively regulate tumour growth. 

iv. By introducing multidrug resistant MDR-1 gene into bone marrow cells and render them less susceptible to 

destruction by myelosuppressant drugs . Thus a limiting toxicity of many anticancer drugs can be 

overcome. 

 Prevention of restenosis of grafted coronary vessel: by introducing genes which inhibit growth of intimal 

cells. 
 Anaemia: by myoblast mediated introduction of human erythropoietin gene. 

 Haemophilia: by introducing factor VIII gene. 

 Insulin dependent diabetes mellitus: by introducing insulin-1 gene into liver to act as ectopic site for insulin 
production. 

 HIV infection: by injecting fibroblasts expressing HIV envelop glycoprotein gene to augment immunity 

against HIV. 

Advantages and disadvantages of gene therapy : 

Advantages of gene therapy  

 In case of „silencing‟ a gene. In the case of someone with HIV, which had not yet developed into AIDS, 

scientists could save them the pain and suffering of the disease by using gene therapy to „silence‟ the 
disease before its onset.  

 Gene therapy has the potential to eliminate and prevent hereditary diseases such as cystic fibrosis and is a 

possible cure for heart disease, AIDS and cancer.  

 Very effective when delivered to tissues correctly. 
 Side effects of drugs can be avoided. 

 It fixes the problem at its source. 
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Disadvantages of Gene Therapy  

 Short lived nature of gene therapy.  
 Immune response - Genes injected with a virus may trigger an immune response against the virus. 

Problems with viral vectors (once inside the patient, the viral vector could recover its ability to cause 

disease).  
 Multigene disorders - The genetic material might not get into the right cell, or the right place in the cell‟s 

DNA. 

 Hard to deliver genes efficiently throughout a tissue or system. 

 It can be quite expensive. 
 The long term effects of gene therapy are unknown. 

Ethical issues surrounding gene therapy:  

Because gene therapy involves making changes to the body‟s set of basic instructions, it raises many 

unique ethical concerns. The ethical questions surrounding gene therapy include: 

 How can “good” and “bad” uses of gene therapy be distinguished? 

 Who decides which traits are normal and which constitute a disability or disorder? 
 Will the high costs of gene therapy make it available only to the wealthy? 

 Could the widespread use of gene therapy make society less accepting of people who are different? 

 Should people be allowed to use gene therapy to enhance basic human traits such as height, intelligence, or 

athletic ability? 

Current gene therapy research has focused on treating individuals by targeting the therapy to body cells 

such as bone marrow or blood cells. This type of gene therapy cannot be passed on to a person‟s children. Gene 
therapy could be targeted to egg and sperm cells (germ cells), however, which would allow the inserted gene to 

be passed on to future generations. This approach is known as germline gene therapy. 

The idea of germline gene therapy is controversial. While it could spare future generations in a family 

from having a particular genetic disorder, it might affect the development of a fetus in unexpected ways or have 

long-term side effects that are not yet known. Because people who would be affected by germline gene therapy 

are not yet born, they can‟t choose whether to have the treatment. Because of these ethical concerns, the U.S. 
Government does not allow federal funds to be used for research on germline gene therapy in people. 

The future of Gene Therapy: 

Theoretically, gene therapy is the permanent solution for genetic diseases. But it is not as simple as it 

appears, since gene therapy has several inbuilt complexicities. Gene therapy broadly involves isolation of a 
specific gene, making its copies, inserting them into target tissue cells to make the desired protein. The story 

does not end here. It is absolutely essential to ensure that the gene is harmless to the patient and it is 

appropriately expressed (too much or too little will be no good). Another concern in gene therapy is the body‟s 
immune system which reacts to the foreign proteins produced by the new genes. 

The public in general have exaggerated expectations on gene therapy. The researchers at least for the 

present, are unable to satisfy them. As per the records, by 2000 about 1000 Americans had undergone clinical 
trials involving various gene therapies. Unfortunately, the gene therapists are unable to categorically claim that 

gene therapy has permanently cured any one of these patients! Some people in the media (leading newspapers 

and magazines) have openly questioned whether it is worth to continue research on gene therapy!! 

It may be true that as of now, gene therapy de to several limitations has not progressed the way it 

should, despite intensive research. But a breakthrough may come anytime, and of course this is only possible 
with persistent research in the field of gene therapy. And a day may come ( it might take some years) when 

almost ever disease will have a gene therapy, as one of the treatment modalities. And gene therapy will 

revolutionize the practice of medicine!! 
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Conclusion: 

Most scientists believe the potential for gene therapy is the most exciting application of DNA science, 

yet undertaken. How widely this therapy will be applied, depends on the simplification of procedure. As gene 

therapy is uprising in the field of medicine, scientists believe that after 20 years, this will be the last cure of 

every genetic disease. Genes may ultimately be used as medicine and given as simple intravenous injection of 
gene transfer vehicle that will seek our target cells for stable, site-specific chromosomal integration and 

subsequent gene expression. And now that a draft of the human genome map is complete, research is focusing 

on the function of each gene and the role of the faulty gene play in disease. Gene therapy will ultimately play 
Copernican part and will change our lives forever. 
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